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The #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Baxter Family novels shares a short,

inspiring story about her family and the importance of faith.I Can Only Imagine is the first e-

short in Karen Kingsbury's The Rest of the Story series. In it, Karen shares personal

anecdotes about herself and her family, highlighted by her relationship with her late brother

Dave. With heartfelt grace, she describes Dave’s struggles with addiction and his troubled

journey toward redemption. It’s a touching and intimate reminder that God is close to the

brokenhearted, and that He calls each of us to love well, laugh often, and find true life in Jesus

Christ.
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ImagineeForewordEvery novelist is inspired by something or someone. We who write walk

through life drink in ideas from every waking moment. We are inspired by real-life people and

places, problems and plots. Then that single nugget of inspiration branches out a thousand

different directions to become fiction.Sometimes I take those behind-the-scenes nuggets onto

the stage with me. And always—as soon as I start telling the real stories—people listen with

their hearts. Ten thousand people in one oversized living room, gripped by the truth that

eventually turns into bestselling novels. Moved by the story behind the story.Along the way,

God has used the real-life stories to teach me lessons about my own life, lessons I often share

from the stage. One of those lessons is this: We have one chance to write the story of our lives.

Just one chance.My brother Dave is one person whose real story taught me more about the

importance of the story of my life. When I talk about Dave from the stage, people nod along

and smile. Sometimes they cry. I think it’s because we all are either a little like Dave or it’s

because we have a Dave in our lives—someone a little more difficult to love, a little more

difficult to be patient with. Someone whose choices create a lifetime of struggle that’s as hard

to watch as it is to live out.Maybe you’re Dave today… wondering when life will turn around and

go your way. Or maybe you’re like I was, struggling to love one of the key characters in the

story of your life. Either way, pull up a chair and let me tell you about my brother. A big guy, 6-

foot-4, with an even bigger heart and a love for life that made strangers smile when they met

him.Along the way maybe you’ll learn a little about writing the story of your life. The way I did.I

Can Only ImagineAs a New York Times bestselling novelist, people often ask me, “What’s that

like… living with people who don’t technically exist?” And I’m always ready with an answer. I tell

them about my dear friend Irvel.Now Irvel wasn’t real in the sense of having skin, but she was

real to me. The grandmother I never had. I loved her genteel manner and her tender way of

playing social coordinator at Sunset Hills Adult Care Home where she lived with a handful of

other fictional Alzheimer’s patients.
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Speedytrista07, “such wisdom in such a brief story!. I just finished reading this book for the

second time. It was the perfect bookend to a series of lessons I've been learning over the past

few weeks. Three weeks ago, I witnessed a tragedy. That event showed me thar life is too short

to waste it on petty things. So I am trying to make the most of it. Karen encapsulates it so well:

live well, learn much, and let Jesus be the hero of your story. I love that threesome. And I've

learned that beating someone over the head with the gospel isn't the best way to go about

telling someone of their need for salvation. Not that I've done that, but I now have that

knowledge that I hope will help me in witnessing to someone who needs to be saved.”

Lori, “Breathtaking!!. I thought I was just going to read a mini biography on Karen Kingsbury's

life as a writer. Not only does she share a heart wrenching story of her only brother Dave, she

reminded me how important God's love is and how we should take every opportunity to share

it! I have made notations and highlighted almost every page. It will only take you 10 minutes to

read but I will certainly save this a go-to read anytime I forget God's purpose for my life!”

Deb G, “So inspirational! Got me inspired that is for sure...... As I was wondering it got me to

think about myself and my story. Yes Karen Kingsbury is one of the most loved Cristian

authors. Every book or story inspires each one of us in a special way. I Can Only Imagine

inspires us to think about our own story. Loved this short story. As always, Karen never

disappoints us!”

Deborah B. Harwell, “Great Book, Highly Recommended.. I've loved Karen Kingsbury's books

for many many years and this was such a fascinating story of her real life. She does just as

good of a job with non-fiction as she does with her fiction books and it was interesting to see

the way she used some of the same descriptions and phrases. Definitely could see Karen's

style of writing coming through even in this real story. It does make it hard to see where her

real life ends and her fiction stories start, but she's very gifted in the way she weaves God's

truths throughout both. Thanks Karen for being willing to share your whole life with us, your

readers!”

Grace G., “Must Read. A very brief story full of love and hope! A must read for everyone!”

Mary Deen, “So Relative today. I have always enjoyed Karen Kingsbury books and this one is

no different except it’s a true story from her own family. It seems no family is immune to



addiction and its consequences. Thank you Karen for being so transparent.”

Nancy jJMacEachern, “Awesome. IT WAS SHORT BUT SO SWEET AND SO WORTH THE

COUPLE OF DOLLARS I paid for it· MY BROTHER Was this WAY MOST OF HIS LIFE AND

ENDED UP A DRUG ADDICT , had a heart attack and instead of dying ENDED up in a

nursing home at 40.for the rest of his life .This book made me realize how long it has been

since I called him just to tell him I Love Him because I still can. so I did..I just hung up. GOD

AlWAYS GIVES YOU WHAT YOU Need WHEN YOU NEED IT..THANK YOU Karnen for

SHARING YOUR BROTHER WITH Us.Marline”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I Can Only Imagine. To find Christ in your life is a very personal job. Each

of us must work out our own faith and prove to yourself what you believe. But the best part

starts as we see Christ as personified God himself. When we find Jesus as our Lord, then we

need others to help us keep on that walk with Jesus. That is where "church" comes in. We are

not supposed to keep Jesus for yourself but to share what we have found with others. Great

stories are true to life as this one is. Thanks for the inspiration.”

davideunice, “excellent. This is a great book. A real life experience. Very well written. very

touching . I will read it again and again”

Sue, “Five Stars. I love Karen Kingsbury books”

Margaret Anderson, “I can only imagine. I can only imagine. Super wee real life story. Made me

realise  GOD is still in control. Thanks for helping me to trust and obey.Five stars”

Kimberly Jane Davis, “As always, worth the read!. This book spoke to me about those in my life

that are difficult to understand and love at times and gave me some tools to use in the. future.

Very encouraging!”

The book by Karen Kingsbury has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 305 people have provided feedback.
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